Managed Service
The smarter way to manage the candidate funnel delivering candidates you’ll want to interview.

Delivering Recruitment
Solutions That Work

Extended Reach

Talent Funneling

Transparent Service

Multiple channels to post jobs and

We screen applicants to provide you with

Simple and competitive pricing

search CV databases.

the very best talent to interview. View

allowing you to make significant

campaign progress in the ATS system.

cost savings.

How it Works
We source candidates from multiple sources,
screen applicants & provide you with the very
best talent to interview


Access to multiple job boards



Active candidate search



First stage screening



Delivery of candidates you’ll want to interview



Regular contact with your resourcer



View campaign progress in the ATS system



Job description check
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01
Brief

02
Market

03
Target

An opportunity for us to find
out who you are looking for

Market your role across
multiple channels

Get your vacancy in front of
your competitors employees

This stage is really important as we

With access to hundreds of job

Our unique ‘supercharged’ digital

want to make sure that the applicants

boards and other publishing channels

advertising tool allows us to present

we present are just what you are

you should feel confident that

your vacancy to an incredibly targeted

looking for.

jobseekers will see your role.

audience. Call us to find out more.

04
Search

05
Screen

Active search for potential
candidates

Check applicants have the skills
and experience you’re looking for

We’ll hunt for your perfect candidate

Collecting responses to key questions that

across CV databases and social media
channels and present them with the
opportunity to apply for your role

06
Shortlist

Share a list of those
applicants that meet your
requirements

are important to you allows us to screen

Access your shortlist of candidates

on your behalf and present you with an

and choose which you’ll take to the

enhanced profile of each applicant

next stage

What Happens Next?
You simply decide who you would like to take to the next
stage of the recruitment process. If you would like additional
help at this stage and beyond, please let us know.
And if you choose to recruit every applicant we provide, there
is no additional charge. Yes, that’s right, you simply pay a
single transparent fee at the beginning of the campaign and
that’s it.
Your campaigns will all be managed by a dedicated resourcer
who will work with you to ensure we deliver the very best
outcome.

Transparent Service

Recruitment Funnel
Sales Director - Preston



Upfront fee



No additional costs for multiple placements



Significant discounts on volume purchasing



Track your return on investment (ROI)



View campaign progress in the ATS system



Manage your candidates through to the interview stage

Ads

Search
36,909

Clicks
526

Applications
7

Shortlisted
4

>90% Match
3

Interviewed
2

Offered
1

Fencing

Loved by...

“We have found the team to be helpful and on-hand to provide us with quality
candidates for singular specialist requirements which have reduced our reliance
on recruitment agencies and have also turned around a number of high volume
projects with tight deadlines, going above and beyond to support our team.
They are clearly passionate about understanding and meeting our needs and
have delivered against some tough deadlines.
I would have no hesitation in recommending them for their excellent,
cost-effective service.”





01772 937770
recruiting@simplysalesjobs.co.uk
recruiting.simplysalesjobs.co.uk

